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CHATBOTS

Customers wanted to be able to access any company
chatbot on any platform (Google Home, Facebook
Messenger, etc).

We created a distributed
solution called
the Bot of Bots.

The business case for implementing a bot relies on the
cost savings from no longer paying a human being to
fulfill simple, repetitive tasks.
We relied on the Bot Framework Service(BFS), QnA
Maker and LUIS by Microsoft.

BFS

The Bot Framework Service sends information
between the user's bot-connected app and the bot.
The bot (app) can interact with channels or users.
Channels include Microsoft Teams, Facebook, or Slack.
The service defines a REST API and an activity protocol
for how the bot and channels or users can interact.
Inbound activities are carried by the turn context
object to all the middleware components and the bot
application logic.
Outbound activities are sent by the middleware
components and the bot logic. A callback
to the turn handler on the bot class the application has
registered.

QnA Maker

QnA Maker is a cloud-based API service used to create
a knowledge base with semi-structured content such
as FAQs.
This service will retire on the 31st of March, 2025 with
no new bots from October 2022.
Azure Cognitive Service (for Language) replaces QnA
maker.
ACS turns AI models in to APIs. Other services include
speech, vision, decision and OpenAI.
ACS for language services include entity recognition,
sentiment analysis, question answering conversational
language understanding and translator.
ACS for language - question answering - can extract
information, classify text, answer questions, understand
conversations and translate text.

LUIS

LUIS (or language understanding) pulls out relevant,
detailed information in order to predict the overall
meaning behind a person's conversational text input.
In addition to conversational language understanding,
LUIS offers custom named entity recognition(NER)
and custom classification.
LUIS integrates with resources built in Azure:
authoring resources and prediction resources.
An authoring resource is used to create, manage, train,
test, and publish the bot. It accepts up to 1000
requests.
A prediction resource can run queries when the
number of your requests exceed 1000s.

NER

Named entity recognition allows you to build custom
AI models.
You can identify named entities. Examples of entities
include person, address, phone number or product.
Entities fall into categories and subcategories, such as
Person Category or a Cultural subcategory with the
Events Category.
NER steps involve
• define the schema
• tag the data
• train the model
• improve the model
• deploy the model
• extract the entities / classify the text

MESSAGE
BROKERS
We deployed message-broker software to handle
asynchronous communication. Messages consist of
requests, replies, or alerts depending on the sender’s
need.
Message brokers communicate between two or more
applications. Brokers translate messages between
formal messaging protocols.
Brokers are ideal for cloud native, microservices-based,
serverless and hybrid cloud architectures.
We deployed on Azure with RabbitMQ.
RabbitMQ is the most widely deployed and popular open
source message broker software. It is ideal for
applications.

RabbitMQ provides advanced routing and message
distribution features, even with WAN tolerances, to
support reliable, distributed systems that easily
interconnect with other systems.

AZURE
FUNCTIONS
Azure Functions integrates with RabbitMQ via triggers
and bindings.
Triggers: A trigger runs a function when a message comes
through the queue. The RabbitMQ trigger responds to
messages from a RabbitMQ queue.

Bindings: A binding sends messages. The RabbitMQ
output binding sends messages to a RabbitMQ queue.

A function.json file contains a function which holds the
binding data. The function reads and logs a RabbitMQ
message.
Because the payload is JSON, the value is deserialized
into an object.
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